The paper objective is to maintain flight safety and zero accident related to handling of Lithium battery during flight. "Flight safety determined by various factors which related to human factors, both prelight and in
Introduction
The important of this paper to maintain flight safety and zero accident against mishandling of Lithium battery as air cargo. Learning from the fact that the carriage of Lithium Batteries as air cargo is increasing exponentially and we must act now to prevent further loss of life. (Captain Michael Moody Jr, Paul Vislosky Chairman IPA Safety Committee & IPA Director of Airline Safety , 2015) . "from market trends, it is anticipated that safety may still act as a restraint in the search for acceptable compromise with overall performance and cost of lithium-ion based and post lithium-ion rechargeable batteries of the future" (Abada et al., 2016) . "Lithium batteries character is high specific energy, high efficiency and long life. These unique properties have made lithium batteries the power sources of choice for the consumer electronics market with a production of the order of billions of units per year" (Scrosati & Garche, 2010) . Total outgoing is 155.7 ton and incoming is 174.9 ton , so overall total Is 330,6 ton of electronic (computer, hand phone and camera), while only 50% according to staff handling has potential involve Lithium battery. The problem is Consequently, incidents involving lithium batteries create the fire on board aircraft. It is not always possible to determine the cause of such incidents, but where to determine the cause; they are invariably due to non-compliance with the requirements. Field incidents that result in fire of battery cells and packs of lithium ion chemistry are still a matter of discussion and cast doubts on the readiness of the technology for applications that require more energy (longer life) or more power (higher current) (Cabrera-Castillo, Niedermeier, & Jossen, 2016) . However, the degree to which the involve of lithium batteries in these incidents (i.e., still could not determine whether they were the cause or aggravated the fire).
FAA recorded , around 171 Air/Airport incidents involving batteries carried as cargo or baggage. According to the FAA, there have been more than 40 lithium battery incidents involving smoke, fire, extreme heat or explosion in air transportation since the introduction of lithium batteries in the early 1990s.
The incidents both in the passenger cabin and in cargo compartments when ship batteries as cargo on passenger and cargo-only aircraft. Lithium battery fires may be the result of external short circuit due to contact with other batteries or metal, internal short circuit due to design deficiency, manufacturing defect, damage, or exposure to an external fire or heat source.
Counterfeit batteries often lack safety features and poor manufacture, leading to a higher likelihood of being involved in an incident. Additionally, while the investigations are ongoing and made no final determinations, have suspected lithium batteries play a role in several major hull loss accidents.
To certify Lithium ion batteries must pass a series of safety tests for use in a particular application such as portable electronics or automotive. "In International, national and regional standard describe Safety tests, typically developed based upon pre-normative research and experience from industry, academia and regulatory bodies" (Ruiz et al., 2017) . From the matter above.
IPA (Independent Pilot Association) on its recommendation to require all operators for both passenger and cargo, to perform a Risk Assessment of the carriage of Lithium Batteries within Their current operation. 1) must declare, document, mark, and package fully all transport Lithium Batteries as dangerous goods; 2) Create a proximity/quantity limit for the Shipment via air of Lithium Batteries, as well as Segregation standards with the other Dangerous Goods; 3) Require packaged all transport Lithium Batteries so that the hazardous effects associated with thermal runaway must remain within the package; 4) Require a minimum and maximum state of charge for 
Discussion
From FGD , the finding state eventhough 1 st there is no limit quantity for Passenger who carry Lithium ion Battery as cabin baggage for less than 100 watthour per unit, but IATA may set up the limitation next year that limit for Portable Electronic Devices (PED) will be 15 and for Spare batteries will be 20 units per passenger. 2 nd For Notification to captain form (NOTOC), there will be a change to remove technical name during fill in the form , the purpose to avoid miswritten and confusion to the cockpit crew during retrieval of the substance name. and from the NOTOC the captain will know the location also able to react based on ERG code. "Three main parties associated with the shipment of cargo, namely the shipper/the receiver (consignee); the carrier; and the ground handling/warehouse operator" (Ricardianto & Rifni, 2016) . The other important party is Avition Acurity which is part of "airport operations units are responsible from passengers getting off the vehicle to the terminal to report themselves, entering the waiting room, boarding the plane and last until the plane departs" (Resky & Simarmata, 2014) 
